
Krajinska in prostorska 
arheologija

Uvod



Krajina

Landscape is a kind of backcloth to the whole stage of 
human activity. (Appleton 1975:2)



“Landscape”, as the term has been used since the 
17th century, is a construct of the mind as well as a 

physical and measurable entity. (Tuan 1979:6)



A landscape is a cultural image, a pictorial way of 
representing, structuring or symbolising surroundings . . . 

Landscape is a social and cultural product, a way of seeing 
projected onto the land and having its own techniques and 

compositional forms; a restrictive way of seeing that 
diminishes alternative modes of experiencing our relations 

with nature. (Cosgrove 1984:1 and 269)



When we consider landscape, we are almost 
always concerned with a visual construct. 

(Porteous 1990:4)



Landscape is not merely an aesthetic background to life, 
rather it is a setting that both expresses and conditions 

cultural attitudes and activities, and significant 
modifications to landscapes are not possible without 
major changes in social attitudes . . . Landscapes are 

therefore always imbued with meanings that come from 
how and why we know them. (Relph 1976:122)



A working country is hardly ever a landscape. The very idea 
of landscape implies separation and observation. (Williams 

1973:120)



When collective labour and the struggle with nature 
had ceased to be the only arena for man’s encounter 
with nature and the world – then nature itself ceased 

to be a living participant in the events of life. Then 
nature became, by and large, a “setting for action”, its 

backdrop; it was turned into landscape, it was 
fragmented into metaphors and comparisons serving 

to sublimate the individual and private affairs and 
adventures not connected in any real or intrinsic way 

to nature itself. (Bakhtin 1986:217)



Landscape came to mean a prospect seen from a specific 
standpoint. (Tuan 1974:133)



The cultural landscape is fashioned from a natural landscape 
by a culture group. Culture is the agent, the natural area is 
the medium, the cultural landscape is the result. Under the 
influence of a given culture, itself changing through time, the 
landscape undergoes development, passing through phases, 

and probably reaching ultimately the end of its cycle of 
development. With the introduction of a different—that is, 
alien—culture, a rejuvenation of the cultural landscape sets 
in, or a new landscape is superimposed on the remnants of 

an older one.
Sauer (1925, p. 46)



Krajina?

Skupek značilnosti
 v prostoru? 

Kon



Krajina?

Način gledanja? 



Krajina?

Soočenje z svetom? 



Bližina :: Razdalja



Observation :: Inhabitation

Bližina :: Razdalja

Opazovanje :: Bivanje



Opazovanje :: Bivanje

Bližina :: Razdalja

Zemljino površje :: Oko



Kultura :: Narava

Opazovanje :: Bivanje

Bližina :: Razdalja

Zemljino površje :: Oko



space : landscape

prostor : krajina



Perspektiva



Kartografija



Karte distribucije

distribution map “by its 
very existence implies the 
co-ordination of scattered 

evidences and the 
establishment of a 

synthetic relation with 
their geographical 

background” (1933, p. 
232). 

D  =  depo  /  hoard,  N  =  naselbina  /  settlement,  G  =  grob  /  grave.

  1  Beaurière (D) 
    2     Réallon  (D)  
  3  Loubière (D) 
    4     Goncelin  (D)
  5  Albertville (D)
    6     Thénesol  (D)
  7  Larnaud (D)
    8     Villethierry-Yvone  (D)
  9  Auvernier (N)
10     Estavayer  (N)
11  Montlingerberg (D, N)
12     Schiers  (D)
13  Filisur (D)
14 Kanalski Vrh (D)
15     Veliki  Otok  (D)
16     Dragomelj  (D,  N)
17  Madriolo (D)
18     Purgessimo  (D?)

19     Nimis  (D?)
20  Porpetto (D)
21  Redipuglia 
22  Montagnana (D)
23 Frattesina-Fratta Polesine (D, N)
24     Bologna  -  San  Francesco  (D)
25  Poggio Berni (D)
26     Chiuse  di  Frontone  
27  Marsia 
28     Manciano  (Grosseto,  Piano  di  Talone)  (D)  
29  Tolfa 
30     Coste  del  Marano  (D)
31  Miljana (D)
32  Ivanec Bistranski (D)
33  Kapelna (D)
34     Velem  Szent  Vid  (D)  
35 Mahrersdorf (D)
36      Dobova  (G)  (Stare  1975,  t.  41:  5)

Neva  TRAMPUŽ  OREL  in  David  John  HEATH156

Sl. 13:  Razprostranjenost  kolesastih  obeskov  (podobnih  tipom  s  Kanalskega  Vrha),  ovratnic  z  žičnatim  prepletom  in  ingotov  bikoničnega  tipa.  
Za literaturo gl. op. 7 in 9.
Fig. 13: The spread of wheel-shaped pendants (similar to those from Kanalski Vrh), torcs with threaded circlets and biconical ingots. For 
bibliography see n. 7 and 9. 



Poselitev

Figure 2.1



Poselitveni vzorec

The term ‘settlement patterns’ is defined here as the way in 
which man disposed himself over the landscape on which he 
lived. It refers to dwellings, to their arrangement, and to the 

nature and disposition of other buildings pertaining to 
community life. These settlements reflect the natural 

environment, the level of technology on which the builders 
operated, and various institutions of social interaction and 
control which the culture maintained .Because settlement 

patterns are, to a large extent, directly shaped by widely held 
cultural needs, they offer a strategic starting point for the 
functional interpretation of archaeological cultures. (Willey 

1953, p. 1).



settlement patterns, in effect, “provide a key for the 
reconstruction of ecological, cultural, and social 

systems” (Willey, 1973, p. 270) and constitute “a basis for 
cross-cultural and causal generalization in the study of 

settlement forms” (Willey, 1974, p. 159).



Poselitveni vzorec



Najdiščno zajetje (Site catchment)

the study of the 
relationships 
between technology 
and those natural 
resources lying 
within economic 
range of individual 
sites. (Vita-Finzi in 
Higgs 1970)

Site catchment analysis

Latices model



The archaeological record is at best a static pattern of 
associations and covariations among things distributed in 
space. Giving meaning to these contemporary patterns is 
dependent upon an understanding of the processes which 
operated to bring such patterning into existence. Thus, in 
order to carry out the task of the archaeologist, we must 
have a sophisticated knowledge and understanding of the 

dynamics of cultural adaptations, for it is from such 
dynamics that the statics which we observe arise. One 
cannot easily obtain such knowledge and understanding 
from the study of the archaeological remains themselves.  

(Binford 1980, 4)

Etnoarheologija



Lovci nabiralci

Binford 1980



Prostorska arheologija

the retrieval of information from archaeological spatial 
relationships and the study of the spatial consequences 
of former hominid activity patterns within and between 

features and structures and their articulation within 
sites, site systems and their environments: the study of 

the flow and integration of activities within and 
between structures, sites and resource spaces from the 

micro to the semi-micro and macro scales of 
aggregation. [1977:9]



Thiessnovi poligoni





Topografska tradicija

THE LOSS OF INNOCENCE 107

Figure 4.10 Hachured plan of the deserted village of Wharram Percy,
with the “grid” highlighted (after Beresford and Hurst 1990)

A GOOD PAIR OF BOOTS 35

Figure 3.1 W. G. Hoskins towards the end of his career, filming for the
television series English Landscapes (University of Leicester)

for poets make the best topographers” (1955:17), and both here and
elsewhere in his work quotes extensively from it (1955:203–4; 1983:177–
8). He describes the structure of Wordsworth’s guide, a structure Hoskins
had already broadly followed in his 1954 guide to Devon, and then
cites Wordsworth’s comments and imagery on the “primeval freshness”
of the landscape before the arrival of humans. Hoskins comments in
terms that could have been lifted directly from Wordsworth’s own
prose:



The real work [in the study of landscape] is accomplished by 
the men and women with the muddy boots and aching 

joints who do most of the work, even if the credit flies off in 
a different direction.

(Muir 2000:xiii)

[The author’s] hobby is exploring England on foot, a pursuit 
of inexhaustible interest in which he reckons to make at least 

one major “discovery” each week. (Hoskins 1954b:back 
flyleaf)



Aerofotografija

OGH Crawford



Aerofotografija

THE LOSS OF INNOCENCE 91

Figure 4.7 Aerial photo used by Harry Thorpe to illustrate the evolution
of the English landscape (Thorpe 1975: fig. 6). Cambridge University
Collection of Air Photographs

presumes a fair amount of background knowledge. The reader is ex-
pected to know that stewponds, for example, are for breeding fish, that
crofts are medieval property boundaries, and that depopulation is a
phenomenon (according to the thinking of the time) that marks the
end of the Middle Ages and the beginning of the modern period.

Air photos are thus anecdotal – they tell a little story – and in terms
of the expected background knowledge of the reader were treated
historically rather than archaeologically. The identified features become
mnemonics – that is, they act as identifiers and reminders for wider
historical processes that are already part of the consciousness of the

92 THE LOSS OF INNOCENCE

Figure 4.8 Thorpe’s explanatory key to Figure 4.7 (after Thorpe 1975:
fig. 9)

intended audience, who, it is assumed, are already familiar with the
wider theme or story of the creation and dissolution of the English
medieval village. These mnemonics are then referred to through ex-
tended figure captions which act as explications of the air photo (for
example Morris 1989:454–66, or for that matter in my own writing on
the historic landscape: Johnson 1996:48–53).

The classic text in this regard is Medieval England: An Aerial Survey,
by Beresford and St Joseph (1978). This book still offers a wonderful
selection of photographs to examine and text to study, and its images
have a powerful pedagogical role – they are perfect for the task of
teaching students about the elements of medieval landscapes; a favourite
exercise of many teachers, including this author, is to give each student
in a class a single illustration to describe and explain to the others. But
its methods of explication follow the method already exemplified by
Thorpe. It consists of photos arranged thematically into “the fields
and villages,” “the towns,” and “industrial and other remains.” Each
photograph is the subject of a small essay. The essays give historical
detail, thus for example: “between the pond and the road in the left
foreground are other soil-marks. These seem to correspond in position



Mediteranski surveji
The Hvar Survey Project 71
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Figure 6.11 Intensive survey results. A) Visibility scores per collection grid square. B) Raw data. C) Data corrected
for visibility. D) Corrected and smoothed data.



Off-site 
archaeology 
(nenajdiščna 
arheologija)



GIS

48 

 

Figure 36. Cairns, tumuli and the Hvar Castle catchment  

In contrast to the distribution of cairns within the Gracisce catchment the most spectacular 
concentration of mounds around Hvar Castle is to the North West of the town and concentrated 
around the bay at Vira (figure 37). In fact this area contains the largest group of cairns on the 
island. Some of the mounds in this group are very large and include one double mound and 
another which might originally have contained an inner chamber. The large size of the group and 
the position it occupies just beyond the edge of the Hvar Castle catchment sets it apart. It does 
not have an obvious agricultural rationale. It lies within an area of poor soil forming part of the 
Pelegrin peninsular which in the past was largely used for communal grazing. Although it should 
be argued that such areas may have had a more substantial soil cover in the past and that there 
is a limited area of useful soil in the adjacent valleys of Mala and Vela Vira, past agriculture could 
probably not explain the massive amount of clearance associatd with these mounds.  



Čas v krajini
EARLY LANDSCAPES

29

redevelopment projects and cropmarks on air
photographs. Some finds of flints and pottery may
indicate such sites, but more frequently the patterns of
later hedges, boundaries and roads must reflect these
earlier arrangements, even if we cannot be certain.

BEFORE THE ROMAN CONQUEST

The general impression of the prehistoric landscape (or
landscapes, as there was much variety) in the centuries
before the Roman Conquest is clear. We have to
envisage a well-used and well-developed landscape with
widespread settlement of farmsteads and hamlets, with
well-defined fields and a range of land uses, including
managed woodland and organised pasture. Settlement
was denser in some areas than in others, although such
a division may only be recognised, as suggested by Peter
Fowler, from late Bronze Age times onwards. To gain
the best impression of such a landscape, a visit to the

Butser Ancient Farm Research Project near Petersfield
in Hampshire is advised. Here, all the archaeological
evidence and vague cropmarks from air pictures have
been transferred into a three-dimensional working
model with buildings, structures, fields, crops and
roads. It was into such a landscape that a foreign alien
culture stepped in AD 43 when Claudius decided to
send the Roman army into Britain.

ROMAN LANDSCAPES

It is still difficult to assess accurately what effect the
Roman Conquest and the subsequent period of
Roman occupation had on the development of the
landscape. Clearly, large numbers of new features
were introduced, new types of settlement were
constructed and new activities were carried out, but
400 years is a relatively short period in the life of the
English landscape and to describe the Roman era as

7 Cropmarks at Foxley Farm, Eynsham in Oxfordshire. These cropmarks show at least three earlier landscapes before the
enclosure landscape of 1802–7 produced the present pattern of roads and field boundaries. The circles are ditches of ploughed-
out Bronze Age barrows. Around and between these are the ditches of late prehistoric farmsteads, roads and field boundaries.
Overlying these are traces of ridge and furrow, the arable field systems of the Middle Ages which probably destroyed the
prehistoric landscape. Some of the darker patches represent deeper topsoil and geological features. (Major Allen photograph
No. 520 taken 10th June, 1933; copyright Ashmolean Museum)



Palimpsest?



Površje Anglije je kot palimpsest, dokument katerega 
so vedno znova zbrisali in nanj spet pisali. Delo 

krajinskih arheologov je, da ta dokument razberemo. 
Značilnosti, ki nas zanimajo so ceste, parcelne meje, 

gozdovi, kmetije in druge naselbine in vsi drugi 
rezultati človeškega dela; to so črke in besede 

zapisane na krajino. A njih branje ni enostavno, saj če 
je bil pergament le redko zbrisan več kot enkrat ali 

dvakrat, je bila krajina skozi stoletja podvržena 
neprestanim spremembam (Crawford 1951, 51–52).



Hiša … je bila zgrajena v začetku tega stoletja, 
na dvorišču starejše kmetije, katere obrisi so še 
vidni. … [V]idim prepletanje hiš in stavb, večina 
jih izhaja iz 19 stoletja, nekatere vključujejo dele 

starejših zgradb iz 18. ali 17. steoletja. 20. 
stoletje izgleda tako omejeno, tako dodano; 
omejeno na detalje kot so okna, vrata… ali 

pohištvo. (Olivier 2001, 62).



Arheologija krajev (archaeology of places)

 “the notion of ‘place,’ 
of a meaningful 

location, assumes a 
remarkable discursive 
richness, and need not 
remain tethered to the 

archaeology of 
landscape. (Whitridge 

2002, p. 1)”



If place-making is a way of constructing the past, a venerable 
means of doing human history, it is also a way of constructing 

social traditions and, in the process, personal and social 
identities. We are, in a sense, the place-worlds we imagine 

(Basso 1996:7).

Spomin, 
identiteta



Spomin, identiteta



Praksa in delovanje

“Just as the landscape is 
an array of related 

features, so — by analogy 
— the taskscape is an 

array of related 
activities” (Ingold 2001, 

195)



Identity is formed and continually reinforced via individual 
practice within culturally defined spaces...Sense of place, as a 

component of identity and psychic interiority, is a lived 
embodied felt quality of place that informs practice and is 

productive of particular expressions of place (Martin 
1997:1).

Spomin, identiteta



“One way in which identity is connected to a particular place 
is by feeling that you belong to that place. It’s a place in which 
you feel comfortable, or at home, because part of how you 

define yourself is symbolized by certain qualities of that 
place” (Rose 1995:87-118).

Spomin, identiteta



Fenomenološki pristopi

.. .takes about one hour and fifteen minutes 
to walk. To a much greater extent than the 
first, it is characterized by long vistas along 
the Cursus axis as it proceeds down and 
up two roughly parallel ridges, on both of 
which long barrows are sited, completely 
dominating the view. In the first section 
o ... monuments were absent or hidden. 

They were meant to stand out on Gussage 
Cow Down and Thickthorn Down. Their 

presence, rather than to be hidden, and to 
surprise, was to be constantly felt...

 Tilley 1994



‘My body is a thing amongst things, it is caught in 
the fabric of the world’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1969, p.

256).



Nereprezantativne teorije

‘non-representational theory or the 
theory of practices’  concerned with 

describing ‘practices, mundane 
everyday practices that shape the 
conduct of human beings towards 
others and themselves in particular 

sites’ (1997: 142). Rather than obsess 
over representation and meaning, 

Thrift contends that non-
representational work is concerned 
with the performative ‘presentations’, 

‘showings’ and ‘manifestations’ of 
everyday life (1997: 142



Simetrija

 Therefore symmetrical archaeology 
avoids modernist divides (subject | 

object, structure | agency, nature | culture, 
etc.) altogether. In place of these ‘Great 

Divides,’ we articulate mixtures, 
imbroglios, hybrids of humans and things. 
In this way, symmetrical archaeology is 
“founded on the premise that things, all 

those physical entities we refer to as 
material culture, are beings in the world 
alongside other beings, such as humans, 
plants and animals” (Olsen 2003, 88). 



Traveling ... was not a transitional 
activity between one place and 

another, but a way of being ... the act 
of traveling from or to a particular 

location plays a part in defining who 
the traveler is.

 (Apporta 2004:13)

”
Mobilnost





Krajinjenje ...

... in which self, landscape and indeed culture 
itself inhere, circulate and emerge

Wylie 2010

“
... skozi katerega nastajajo, krožijo, se 
dopolnjujejo  krajina, oseba in kultura 



4. srečanje delavnic za izvajanje Evropske konvencije o krajini

EVROPSKA KONVENCIJA O KRAJINI
KONVENCIJA IZ FIRENC


